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The Orange River
valley in the Northern
Cape is one of South
Africa’s 5 major
production areas of
table grapes
The area
becomes
a hive of
activity as
producers
hasten
to get 16
million
cartons of
grapes to
Europe and
the United
Kingdom
in time for
the festive
season.

F

rom the air, the lush vineyards on either
side of the mighty Orange River appear
as an oasis in the harsh, dry surrounding
terrain of rocky out crops and sparse vegetation.
The region incorporates the towns and areas of
Groblershoop, Upington, Keimoes, Kakamas,
Augrabies and Pella. Westwards from the
Augrabies Falls, the Orange River marks the
South African border and the vineyards stretch
into neighbouring Namibia, with a border post at
Onseepkans.
Harvesting in the Orange River begins in
November and most of the crop is exported.
From mid November, the area becomes a hive
of activity as producers hasten to get 16 million
cartons to Europe and the United Kingdom,
in time for the festive season and the cold
European winter. Seedless sultana, Thompson
and Flame Red are some of the varieties which
are popular with European consumers during
their cold and wet winters.
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Harvesting At above 30ºC
For ten months, producers prepare for
approximately eight weeks of harvesting at a
time when ambient temperatures are mostly
above 300C. Harvesting and packing is a race
against time as producers try to sort, pack and
cool their crops in the shortest time to maintain
quality and meet the schedules of the shipping
lines. The core temperature of the grapes need
to be close to – 0,50C before being dispatched
in refrigerated road vehicles or loaded into
marine reefer containers on trailers and taken to
Cape Town harbour, a journey averaging
12 hours.
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Cooled and Storage In
Excess Of 1000 Pallets
Pack houses are located on the
farms and have some form of forced cooling
for staff comfort and to limit any increase
in the grape temperature. Many of the
producers have on site cooling tunnels to
reduce the temperature of the palletized
grapes to -0,50C. Producer’s who do not have
on site cooling tunnels, transport the pallets
to cold stores or co-operative facilities for
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1 Cooling tunnel at Raap en
Skraap, one of two ammonia
refrigeration systems in the area.
2 Despatch bay at Groot Gariep
Cold Store in Kakamas
3 Packaged water chiller to
maintain temperatures in the
pack house at Raap en Skraap
4

4 Chilled water coils with flexible
“sock” type ducts in the pack
house.
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cooling and dispatch by road transport. Augpad
1 Cold Store near Augrabies and Groot Gariep
CS in Kakamas, are two large facilities, each able
to cool and store in excess of 1000 pallets.
The majority of the refrigeration systems
are charged with R22 and a few R404A and
R134a. Two of the large plants, Groot Gariep
and that on the farm Raap and Skraap near
Onseepskans are ammonia systems.
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Production Exceeds 16m
Cartons
Cooling times of packed grapes vary from 32
hours to 14 hours for on average 30 pallets.
Production is on the increase and to cope
with increased throughput, the cooling time
of pallets is of prime importance. To indicate
the growth in production, when the Cold
Link visited the area in 1991, production was
approximately 2.1 million cartons. The crop of
2013 was estimated at 16 million cartons and
that being after many producers suffered severe
losses due to heavy frost in October.
The potential full production of the area is
estimated at 18,0m cartons.
The design and layout of refrigeration plant
and cooling tunnels vary from one farm and
cold store to the next. Some of the old plant
eg. Augpad 2, have been replaced with newer
systems to reduce cooling times and other
producers eg. Bakenrant, who cooled their
crops off the farm, had new cooling tunnels
installed on the farm for their 2013 crop.
All producers would like to have their
pallets of export grapes cooled in 20 hours
and less. The shorter the cooling time, the less
the required investment in storage space and
the higher volumes handled, although this also
needs to be balanced with shipping schedules.
In preparation for the 2013 season,
Bakenrant installed on site cooling tunnels
adjacent to the existing pack house. The two
new cooling tunnels each have a capacity to
cool 30 pallets in approximately 14 hours.
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The ammonia plant
room at Raap en Skraap
has belt driven piston
ammonia compressors.
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The ammonia
refrigeration plant at
Groot Gariep has three
M&M screw packages
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The survey beacon from
which the Bakenrant farm
gets it’s name.
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Many of the packers are
seasonal workers and are
brought into the area for
harvesting. Permanent
staff also tend to the
many tasks in vineyards
throughout the year
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Frans Burger (left), owner
of Bakenrant with Kevin
Schlemmer of Phoenix
Racks.

10 CELdek media is wetted
for evaporative cooling
of the pack house
environment
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No Compressor Stop Start
The refrigeration plant supplied and installed by
NS Elektries of Kakamas has a new generation
Continued on page 8
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Cooling Times Impact on Diversified Economy

“We are very
proud of the
achievements
made possible
by close
cooperation
with our
customer NS
Elektries. Our
new generation
machine offers
many benefits
such as shorter
pull-down
times, reduced
electrical kVA
demand and
increased
energy
efficiency.

multi-plex rack supplied by Phoenix Racks of Cape
Town. The rack has three similar Bitzer 6 cylinder semihermetic compressors with a total cooling capacity of
309kW at – 50/350C. The refrigeration capacity of the
plant allows for a third cooling tunnel to be added at a
later stage.
The Bakenrant rack is the first of a new generation
of Phoenix Rack to be installed in the Orange River area.
Kevin Schlemmer who has been active as a refrigeration
equipment supplier in the area for more than 10 years
explained some of the new features.
“We are very proud of the achievements made
possible by close cooperation with our customer NS
Elektries. Our new generation machine offers many
benefits such as shorter pull-down times, reduced
electrical kVA demand and increased energy efficiency.

Highly Specialised Refrigeration
Systems
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Due to the unique and highly pressurised nature of
grape cooling, we have had to design highly specialised
refrigeration systems. The key success factor has
been fully integrating the mechanical and electrical
systems with a logic control system custom built to our
requirements.
Each compressor is fitted with its own VFD (variable
frequency drive). The aim is to control the pressure as
close as possible to the setpoint while at the same time
dramatically reducing the number of starts. Raising the
suction pressure increases the energy efficiency.”

A Much Reduced Power Bill
Danie van Zyl of Phoenix adds: “Reducing the number
of starts has a huge impact on the kVA demand on the
farms power supply and with the recent hikes in Eskom
tariffs, this represents a much reduced power bill”.
The control system is also programmed for
the sequential starting of compressors when the
compressors need to be stopped because of very low
loads.
The use of electronic expansion valves and a VFD
on one of the fans of the Evapco evaporative condenser
limits discharge pressures to what is required for the
cooling capacity. Any discharge pressures higher than
needed for refrigerant phase change in the evaporator is
a further wastage of costly power.

Reclaimed Heat For Defrost Water
Defrosting of the horizontally mounted evaporator coils
is by warm water pumped at high pressure from a
storage tank and evenly sprayed over the coils. A pump
maintains a continuous circulation of water through a
plate heat exchanger supplied with hot gas from the
compressor discharge.
A second high pressure pump, sprays the water
over the coils during defrost cycles every 6 hours, lasting
approximately 10 mins.
“A Carel Logic controller with our customized
software manages all operating parameters of the
rack, evaporative condenser, forced cooling fans and
expansion valves.
The first tests done with two full tunnels, each with
30 pallets, achieved a pull down period of 14 hours.
We are very upbeat about these results as it will have
significant economic benefits for the grape producers
in the Orange River areas and for that matter, all fruit
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11 The new generation rack at
Bakenrant has 3 Bitzer semi
hermetic compressors,
each with aVFD.
12 One evaporative
condenser fan has a
VFD to minimize energy
usage.
13 High pressure water,
heated with recovered hot
gas, is used for defrosting of
evaporator coils.
12 Some exporters require grapes to be
packed in zipped carry bags within a large
plastic liner.
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producers throughout South Africa”. Kevin Schlemmer
Air flow in the Bakenrant tunnels is of the forced
reverse flow concept. “Canvass sheeting is placed over
two rows of pallets with a gap in between. Air is forced
initially from the evaporator along outer passages down
the length of the tunnel and then flows horizontally
through the air holes in the cartons into the central
passage, back to the evaporator. Once the outer cartons
on the pallets are cooled, the flow of air is directed down
the central passage between the pallet rows, through
the pallets and back to the evaporator along the side
“passages”. The concept of reversed air flow is a key
factor in achieving cooling rates below 20 hours”, was
told by Wimpie Spangenberg of NS Elektries.
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Required Pulp Temperature
of -0,50C.
Evaporator fan power accounts for a very high
percentage of the total energy usage to cool down
the pulp temperature of grapes packed in cartons and
stacked on pallets. The size of the ventilation holes in
the cartons, the alignment of the holes when the cartons
are stacked on the pallets and the fact that the grapes
are packed in plastic bags within the cartons, impacts
on the fan power to force the cooling air through the
grapes and on the time taken to cool all the grapes to
the required -0,5ºC berry temperature
There are many configurations of cartons in use
eg. 4,5kg with perforated bags, cartons with plastic
punnets, 2,5kg cartons, cartons with individual bunches
in “zipped” carry bags. The stacking of 180 cartons of
4,5kg each for shipping in high cube reefer containers is
a commonly used configuration.

15 Cooling of grapes at
Augpad 2 Cold Store is
done in large rooms divided
into tunnels with sheeting.
16 Pallets in the reverse flow
tunnels are stacked to form
air passages along the side
walls.
17 A new Phoenix Rack was
installed at Augpad 2 cold
store for the start of the
2013 season.
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Continued on page 10
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Cooling Times Impact on Diversified Economy

A growing
trend observed
is the swing
from the use
of refrigerated
trailers to
marine reefer
containers to
move grapes
from the
production area
to Cape Town
harbour

For at least the last 15 years, much research has been
done to improve the air circulation through cartons of fruit and
still much needs to be done. The packaging supplier has the
task of providing cartons with sufficient strength to withstand
the handling and height stacking over a long supply chain.
The carton also needs ventilation holes for air circulation and
an outer area with sufficient space for marketing identification.
The refrigeration engineer on the other hand requires cartons
with many large sized ventilation holes which line up when
stacked on pallets.

Poor Carton Ventilation Extends
Cooling Times
The situation can best be described by the comments made
by one pack house manager during the recent visit by the
Cold Link to the Orange River area, “Cooling this pallet (small
sized cartons) is like trying to cool a brick. It is solid and has
little space for ventilation. The result is that it takes up to 30
hours to get down to temperature”.

Change in Transport Mode
At another site visited, Augpad 2, a new Phoenix multiplex
rack had been installed to improve the cooling times of pallets
stacked in tunnels in the six large rooms.
A growing trend observed is the swing from the use of
refrigerated trailers to marine reefer containers to move grapes

18 Containers are
becoming more widely
used for transporting
grapes from pack
houses to Cape Town
harbour.
19 Refrigerated Trailers and
Containers waiting to be
loaded at Groot Gariep
cold store in kakamas.
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from the production area to Cape Town harbour. Each year
a larger percentage of the production is packed directly into
reefer containers at the pack houses or on the farms. The
containers are on flat deck trailers with gen sets and leave
directly for Cape Town harbour. At each container loading a
PPECB inspector is present to check pulp temperatures and
pallet stacking.
Stacking directly into reefer containers cuts down on pallet
handling and reduces total transfer time from pack house to
on board ship. There is a cost consideration between the two
options but appears to vary according to volumes, shipping
line and the availability of refrigerated trailers, sometimes on
route from Namibia without loads.

Sterilisation – A New Requirement
Compliance with the requirement by new export markets in
the East, for sterilisation is a growing concern among Orange
River producers. Sterilization will be similar as done in the
Citrus industry as a requirement when shipping to USA and
Japan. “The requirement for sterilization for export grapes
has not yet been finalized but is on the horizon and is being
spoken about in the region. As producers we need to start
preparing sooner than later”, was mentioned by Willie du
Plessis during a visit to Omdraai Estate
Innovation in diversification to maintain a constant tempo
in the economy of the Orange River area of the Northern Cape
is evident in the fruit industry and business circles.
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presently under construction, will have water from the Orange
River gushing down 15 metres to the turbines, which will
generate enough power for 5000 homes.

High Speed Road Tests
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Mixed Farming
Some farms also produce and pack dates for export. The date
plantations of Karstens Boerdery in Pella are the largest in
Africa. Dates are also grown at the Raap and Skraap farm near
Onseepskans.
Many of the grape farmers are also planting citrus
orchards because of being harvested out of the grape season
and will improve the utilization of infrastructure for the grape
season which is relatively short.

The road tests by leading European car manufacturers eg.
BMW, Volkswagen, on the road between Kakamas and
Pofadder and on the off road high speed test pan close
to Pofadder, bring overseas test engineers and support
teams regularly to the area and boosts the demand for
accommodation and other essential services.
The breathtaking Augrabies Falls and surrounding national
park is a popular tourist attraction and brings further visitors to
the area.
The harsh terrain encroaching on the lush belt along the
Orange River, the unique vegetation with the “kokerboom”
and the diversified economy bears well for the future growth
and development of the area and this will undoubtedly boost
the demand for essential refrigeration and air conditioning
systems.

21 Bags on the date palms,
protect the fruit from
attack by birds.
22 Vineyard on left and
date palm plantation on
right at the Klein Pella
farm. The dual duty
refrigeration plant at the
pack house cools grapes
to -0,50C and dates to
-180C.
23 Water is pumped
aproximately 30 km from
the Orange River at Raap
en Skraap to the KaXu
Solar One site.
24 The breath taking
Augrabies Falls on the
border with Namibia
attracts large numbers of
tourist to the area.

Centre of Sustainable Energy
The construction of two large CSP (Concentrated Solar Power)
power stations in the area have created job opportunities,
boosted the demand for accommodation for outside
contractors and increased business for local service providers.
A Spanish based company, Abengoa, who have pioneered
the commercialization of CSP and have 30 years of experience
in this field, are managing the construction of the two power
stations. The Khi Solar One plant, close to Upington, has large
sun tracking mirrors spaced over a square kilometer and focus
on the top of a high concrete tower. The heat accumulated in
the tower converts water, pumped to the top, to steam which
drives conventional turbine generators to produce electricity.
The power station will include a facility to store steam enabling
it to generate electricity for 5 hours when the sun is not shining.
The concrete tower has already become a very noticeable
landmark on the Upington horizon.
The KaXu Solar One plant is of a parabolic trough design
and under construction near Pofadder. The sun’s energy is
concentrated by parabolical shaped reflectors spread across
a square kilometer. The energy heats oil, which in turn heats
water, which is converted into steam to drive a conventional
steam powered generator.
The two plants will have a combined output of 150MW
and a leverage investment of R10bn.
Because of the scarcity of water in the region, both plants
are dry cooled and will consume only a third of the water
consumed by a wet cooled power station.
A hydro electric plant to harness portion of the Orange
River is also under construction near Zwartbooisberg farm on
the outskirts of Kakamas. The first phase of the project starts
at the weir of the old Neusberg irrigation canal. The new canal,
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